TheInnerRevolution.Org Presents:

10 Saturday Afternoon Online Trainings. Challenge Yourself & Help Revolutionize Our World!
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see past your own stories and rationalizations, you need intuition.
help others see past theirs, you need intuition.
change society from the inside out, you need intuition.
responsibly use this powerful tool, train with a master.

espite all our efforts, we and our world are still stuck in destructive and self-destructive patterns, some
obvious, some not so obvious. We need intervention. In this training, you will receive intervention from
Beth Green, a master of intuitively-guided counseling, and you will be trained to do the same for others.

An intuitively guided counselor since 1980, Beth’s gifts are legendary. Born in 1945, her life has been devoted to building a better world, where connection trumps ego. From the age of 9, she All Beth’s work is intuitivelyguided. Nevertheless, she will
was a social activist. In her mid-30s, she had a psychic and spiritual awakening which
likely cover: What is intuition? *
broadened her tools and deepened her understanding. Founder of TheInnerRevolution.Org, author of six books, original thinker, creative leader, host of a thrice-weekly How do you use it? * What in
YOU is blocking your intuition? *
live stream on Facebook, pianist, composer of four music CDs , inspired workshop
What in the OTHER person is
leader, compassionate fellow traveler on the path of life and more, for 39 years Beth
blocking your intuition? * What
has successfully supported people to develop their intuition so that they may be of
to do about it? * Practice! * Be
service to themselves and our world. In addition, she has trained lay and professional amazed. Starts April 20, 2019
counselors to work faster, more accurately and more courageously.
If you want access to higher consciousness, see things from a broader perspective and
have understanding beyond the ego’s stories, this training is for you. It will be held
from 2-5 pm Pacific time on consecutive Saturdays for 10 weeks, from April 20 to June
29. (May 4 there is no training, because Beth will be occupied leading a weekend retreat.) The training will be held live via videoconference, so anyone with an internet
connection can join. People are also encouraged to do the training with others in small
groups so that you can support one another. All groups and individuals will connect via
internet, and we ask you to do the training in a place with a stable connection. Contact
Beth with questions or if you would like to host a group at your home.

Beth will be leading every session
in person, and you will receive
her hands-on attention. The entire series will cost $1200 if you
register by March 23. Afterward,
the cost is $1500. 50% refund
available within one week of
registration, except for registrations after April 5. Registrations
are transferable. Click here to
sign up. Contact Beth for possible
special arrangements.

beth@theinnerrevolution.org. For Beth’s Intuition in Action, click here!

